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It is the day after tomorrow. The lines have been redrawn and crossed over. And the world is at war again.

The cataclysm that began with coordinated reactionary coups in South Africa and Germany caught America
completely unprepared. Overnight, new enemies have emerged and joined forces to attack U.S. and
European shipping lanes, setting off a global conflagration raging in deadly earnest. And this time the
devastating weapons of choice used by the Berlin-Boer Axis will be tactical nuclear weapons.

The enemy boat Voortrekker prowls beneath the ocean's surface, carrying more onboard firepower than that
of many of the world's nations. A deepdiving state-of-the-art German ceramic-hulled submarine, Voortrekker
has the ability to evade all Allied sensors and can fire torpedoes from any angle, further masking its location.
There is only one weapon in America's arsenal that can match the silent killer: the crippled sub USS
Challenger, presently in dry dock in Connecticut. It will take three weeks to get the U.S. ceramic-hulled sub
back into fighting shape and by then it will be too late. The Axis powers have already proven they can get
past America's frontline seapower defenses. And the Voortrekker is moving into position for the ultimate
strike.

Brash, brilliant, and battle-tested, Captain Jeffrey Fuller is the driven naval officer who must oversee the
miracle that will put Challenger back into action in an improbable forty-eight hours.

Then Fuller himself will have to do the impossible, piloting his damaged sub toward a life-and-death
confrontation with the Axis leviathan. Fuller has already faced the Voortrekker's ruthless, ingenious
commander head-to-head -- and unlike so many others, he survived. But this time the fight will take place in
waters far too deep for a normal sub to withstand -- in the terrifying blackness at the ultimate submarine's
crush depth. And this time the prize will be America.
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From reader reviews:

Clarice Johnson:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the subject Crush Depth
suitable to you? The actual book was written by popular writer in this era. The particular book untitled Crush
Depthis the one of several books that will everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired many men and
women in the world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new dimension that you ever know
previous to. The author explained their strategy in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to know
the core of this guide. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. To help you see
the represented of the world in this book.

John Barrow:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you, why because this Crush Depth guide written by well-known
writer who really knows well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who all read the
book. Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate
your own personal hunger then you still question Crush Depth as good book not simply by the cover but also
with the content. This is one reserve that can break don't evaluate book by its cover, so do you still needing
one more sixth sense to pick this!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already said so why you
have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Keith Kemp:

This Crush Depth is great book for you because the content that is certainly full of information for you who
also always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it
details accurately using great coordinate word or we can state no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read
this hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Crush Depth in your hand like
obtaining the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no reserve that offer you world
throughout ten or fifteen minute right but this guide already do that. So , this can be good reading book. Hey
there Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt that?

Carlie Manson:

You could spend your free time to read this book this e-book. This Crush Depth is simple to bring you can
read it in the park your car, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not possess much space to bring
often the printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you quicker to read it. You can save the
particular book in your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this
book.
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